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P r o b le m
by Jim Cornelius
With the passing of the summer
of 1981 will come the passing of
another Lawrence landmark, the
Art Annex.
The Annex, located between
Brokaw and Colman Halls, is
slated for demolition by next fall
because it is considered too run
down to continue housing the
private studios of Lawrence’s art
students.
What exactly is wrong with the
Annex, and why is it being razed
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T H IS W IN D O W ILLUSTRATES Art Annex condi
tion.

The J-Board speaks
The trustees and faculty of
Lawrence University have en
dowed the student body with the
privilege of self government.
LUCC legislation sets forth a
minimal number of proscriptions
which are to guide our social
conduct with the U niversity
com m un ity.
V iolations
of
academic standards are dealt
with by the Honor Council, while
the Judicial Board hears cases of
in fractions
of
legislation
governing behavior.
The Board was created by
LUCC, and its members were
chosen by students representing
LUCC. We have been invested
with the responsibility to hear
cases of alleged misconduct. We
strive to be just and consistent in
our decisions, and our primary
concern is the welfare of the
community as a whole. As stated
in the Judicial Board Manual,
“The purpose of the J-Board is . .
. to stimulate the student to think
about his actions in relation to his
objectives as they relate to the
actions and objectives of the
other members of the University
community.”
Upon entering Lawrence, a
student agrees to abide by the
academic and social principles of
the University. One forfeits none
of one’s civil rights by becoming
a student. One does, however,
acquire new responsibilities for
one’s conduct and for the impact
of personal behavior upon the
other members of the com
munity. The objective of the
LUCC rules governing behavior
is to safeguard the rights of
privacy, safety, and freedom of
all members of the community. It
is essential that each individual
be congnisant of his rights and of
his prerogative
to redress
grievances
against
other
members of the community who
may violate any of these basic
rights. When a conflict arises,
differences may
often
be
resolved to the satisfaction of all
c om m un ity m em bers through
rational discussion and com
promise among those parties
involved. Yet conflicts occur in
which informal proceedures. ie.

consultation- with the offending
party directly or through head
residents, are either insufficient
to resolve differences or are
inappropriate to the situation at
hand. In such cases where in
formal proceedures fail to solve
the problem, the submission of a
formal complaint to the J-Board
is the avenue of redress.
The formal complaint is sub
mitted to the Dean of Campus
Life as soon as possible after the
violation has occurred. (The
form of the statement of the
complaint may be obtained from
head residents, the Office of
Campus Life, and the members
of the J-Board. All form al
complaints submitted will be
heard by the J-Board. The Board
will decide if a violation of LUCC
legislation was committed and
apply a chosen sanction in cases
where punishment is warranted.
The basis for our decisions is
evidence of violation of LUCC
legislation. (A brief statement of
these regulations governing
conduct may be found in the
Student
H andbook.)
When
determing sanctions, the Board
weighs the severity of the in
fraction, the number of times the
v iolation occurred, and the
circumstances surrounding the
incident for which the formal
c om p laint
was
subm itted.
Sanctions are com m ensurate
with the infractions.
The student body is responsible
for governing itself, a duty which
includes regulation enforcement
as well as legislation. The ad
ministration will not perform
these tasks for us. As a com
m unity of in div idu als with
common interests, we should
strive to preserve the legislative
and judiciary systems which
aaaure individuals of maximum
personal freedom w ithin in 
stitutional guidelines.
Signed,
The Members of the Judicial
Board
Dave Eddy, Chairman
Ann Whereat
Shayne Vogt
Jim Bruno
Dave Hoffman
Bev Larsen
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now after deteriorating for so
long? The Lawrentian posed
these questions to John Moder,
Asst. Director of Physical Plant
in charge of buildings and
grounds.
“The building is in very poor
condition; it is safe as it is, but it
would cost a great deal to bring it
up to modem conditions,” he
said.
Moder also explained that the
fate of the Annex was decided
over ten years ago, but the 3-
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story structure, which formerly
held the campus ROTC offices,
was spared. The university
simply tabled the matter for a
later date.
But, in Moder’s opionon, “the
building should have been taken
down long ago for the shape it’s
in.” It currently has no storm
windows, which would cost from
$150 to $200 per unit to replace, at
about 40 windows. The foundation
is weak in spots, the roof is old,
and to replace the electrical
wiring could run as high as $5,000,
Moder estimated.
The actual decision to raze the
building came not from the
Physical Plant, but from the
Business Office, and is in line
with that office’s recent program
of cost-efficiency. This final
decision was made on the heels
twenty yd. mark, only to be
Briggs, Cooke, and East Houses,
all deemed energy inefficient.
None of these buildings, like the
Art Annex, has any insulation.
A group of students trying to
save the Art Annex from the
wrecker’s ball has been cir
culating petitions and organizing
support to overturn the decision.
The group is also seeking, in the
event that the Annex is leveled, to
be given some voice in the next
decision, where to relocate
student art studios next year.
There are currently no plans
for the site
if the Annex is
removed, Moder said. “ There
was a feeling (10 year» ago) that
everyone liked it there. We heard
the same thing about aesthetic
q ualities that w e’re hearing
now.”
Next Week The Lawrentian will
report on the progress of the effort
to save the Annex, and some of the
considerations and options in
volved in finding new student art
studios.
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G e o rg e to w n p ro fe sso r
to s p e a k o n s e x u a lity
Estelle Ramey, professor of
physiology and biophysics at the
School
of
M edicine
at
Georgetown University, will give
two lectures at Lawrence next
Thursday as part of the Phi Beta
Kappa Visiting Scholar Program.
R am ey
w ill
deliver
a
University Convocation Address
on Thursday, at 11:10 a.m. in the
Memorial Chapel. The address,
entitled “ Physiological D if
ferences Between Men and
Women and Their Effects on
Behavior,” will discuss the sex
hormone patterns in men and
women and the impact such
biological differences have on the
roles each sex traditionally holds
in society. She will take written
questions from the audience after
the lecture.
The next address will be given
at 3:00 p.m. in Youngchild Hall,
room 161. The lecture, entitled
“ Is Anatomy Destiny?” will be a
continuation of the address given
in the morning and will also deal
with such questions as: “ Is the
male hormone the ‘take charge’
H orm o ne?” , “ Does Estrogen
Secretion produce submissive,
dependent behavior?”
Dr Ramey joined the faculty
at Georgetown University in 1956
and has been a professor in the
School
of
M edicine
at
Georgetown since 1966. From
1950-56 she was an assistant
professor of physiology at the
University of Chicago School of
Medicine. She also worked at the
Michael Rees Hospital Research
Institute on a U.S. Public Health
Service Postdoctoral Fellowship
in endocrinology. During this

time she did research in the area
of the relationship of glands and
the nervous system to stress
responses in certain social
situations.
R am ey has published two
books and more than 150 papers
in scientific journals. She is a
member of the President’s Ad
visory Committee for Women; a
director and former vicepresident of both the Washington
Heart Association and the
Association for Women in Science
Educational Foundation; former
president of the Association for
Women in Science; and a director
for
the
A m erican
Heart
Association.

Estelle R. Ramey
Doctor Ramey has been a
visiting professor at Harvard
University and a visiting lecturer
at Clark University, Hood
College, and other universities.
In 1973 she was named the Out
standing
A lum na
of
the
University of Chicago.

Planned Parenthood finds new home
by Kathy Shea
Currently, much has been said
concerning the costs, the
benefits, even the feasibility of
‘moving up in the world.’ Yet, for
Appleton’s Fox Valley Planned
Parenthodd Center, the benefits
of relocating and expanding their
facilities have far outweighed the
costs. Once unobtrusively situ
ated just off College Ave. on
Durkee St., the clinc is now
located at 508 W. Wisconsin Ave.
several blocks west of Oneida.
While the essence of the center
has remained the same, its move
into a modern, well-equipped of
fice building has lent a greater
degree of professionalism to the
clinic’s general image. Accor
ding to the clinic director, Ann
Eder, the move served two pur
poses: to relieve the problem ot
over-crowded facilities, and to
upgrade the quality of the en
vironm ent which the clinic
presented to its patients.
A brief tour of the center
readily confirmed that, indeed,
the overall quality of the clinic
has been improved. Not only
have they added space and
altered the atmosphere within
the center, but the scope of their
services has broadened, as well.
In addition to offering contracep
tive guidance and methods, preg
nancy testing, teen clinic
sessions, VD testing, premarital
examinations, natural family
planning, infertility and steriliza
tion counseling, and community

education, they now offer a newly
developed male services clinic,
“ designed to make reproductive
health care services more ac
cessible to men.” Offered are
premarital exams, testing and
treatment for sexually transmit
ted diseases, vasectomy infor
mation and counseling, dispen
sation of non-prescription birth
control methods, referrals, and
general inform ation on con
traception, fa m ily planning,
sexuality and reproductive
health. Full male clinical ser
vices will be available by
January of the coming year.
P la n n e d P a re n th o o d - F o x
Valley is currently the largest
chapter of the state wide Planned
Parenthood
Association
of
Wisconsin. Founded in 1973, it
quickly proved itself a com
munity asset by attracting ap
proximately 200 patients within
the year. Although rumored that
the clinic has encountered exten
sive opposition from within the
Appleton community, Eder con
tends that Planned Parenthood
has been well-received by private
industry, the medical community
and the general public. In fact,
the clinic’s inception is attribut
able to the efforts of interested
local citizens who, in the early
1970's, recognized the area’s need
for a medical family planning
center, and raised the initial
funding and support necessary to
put the clinic into operation.
Rather, she claims that a small.

vocal minority has exploited par
ticular issues through access to
the press, thus creating the
illusion of general opposition to
the clinic’s existence.
Principle among opposition has
been the organization of Wiscon
sin’s Citizens Concerned for Life,
a vocal element within the con
servative community. It is thus
outspoken “ New Right,” accor
ding to Eder, that has placed in
creasing pressure on Planned
Parenthood and has attempted to
curtail the personal reproductive
freedoms of the individual.
Specifically, the clinic’s prochoice stand on abortion and its
policy of providing contraceptive
services to minors without con
sent or notification of the parent
has caused it difficulty. For in
stance, Planned Parenthood was
not able to secure Title 20 funding
from the county despite the fact
that it was mandated to fund the
establishment of a family plan
ning service. Opposed to the
clinic’s policies, yet compelled to
fund a service, the county elected
to establish its own program, the
Winnebago Fam ily Planning
Center, a more conservative
clinic, yet one offering less com
prehensive services at a higher
cost to its patients. Planned
Parenthood eventually turned its
cheek from the matter. In Eder’s
words, “ we simply decided to
stop prostituting ourselves The
patients will come to us regar
dless.” And so they have.
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victims of the administration s
fundam ental financial n e a r
sightedness. It seeks only short
term economic gratification, and
fails to foresee the long term
impact of its cutting and hacking,
not only upon those immediately
affected, but, in fact, upon the
entire institution.
Tearing the facility down is, of
course, much less expensive in
terms of dollars and cents than
restoring it. But at what cost do
we destroy it? What figure can
we assign to the Annex’s
essential charm as a noninstitutional building, as well as
to its functional, aesthetic, and
possibly even historic values?
Razing the Annex and creating a
parking lot is an incommensurate

Dear Editor,
The news comes to us of yet
another administrative attempt
at budget cutting. Renovation
and maintenance of the Art
Annex have been deemed too
costly; the building is scheduled
to be razed in the fall of 1981. The
facility’s expenses simply seem
to outweigh its benefits, though
obvious, to the small group of
students who profit by its
existence. This was much the
case against small houses.
Concern about expenses is
certainly not unimportant, and
everyone
appreciates
all
measures taken to save money,
keep a lid on rising tuition, etc. I
fear, however, that we are the
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(and pathetic) a trade as taking
away small houses and placing
m atchbooks and pencils in
mailboxes.
The Lawrence appeal is its
small, yet diverse community,
and the diverse options available
to that community, Indeed, is not
the University’s goal the meshing
of the old and the new, the
traditional and the innovative,
the personal and the in
stitutional? Part of that which we
call Lawrence w^l die with the
death of the Art Annex. Thus, the
question is not, can we afford to
maintain the building? It is,
rather, can we afford to destroy
it?
Sincerely,
RACHELBA HBKR

P ro p o sa ls fo r e n e rg y m a x im iza tio n
H o m e c o m in g scheduled biased
Throughout the early and mid-1970’s Homecoming
weekend was a major non-event; it consisted of that Satur
day’s football game and little else.
In the fall of 1977 Homecoming was reorganized, and
events such as the parade, snake dance and Homecoming
dance were added to the agenda. Since that time
Homecoming weekend has evolved into the major social
event of fall term, as well as an ideal time for faculty and
alumni gatherings.
One regrettable aspect of these past four Homecoming
weekends has been the virtual absence of other varsity spor
ting events to complement the football game. This past
weekend, for instance, both the men’s and women’s cross
country teams were running at St. Norbert, the women s
tennis team was visiting UW-Stevens Point, and the soccer
team was seven hours away at Carleton. Not only do these
scheduling phenomena limit the choice of contests which the
sports enthusiast may attend, but it forces those athletes on
road trips to miss part or all of Saturday’s festivities.
It seems impossible that year after year conference
scheduling is so rigid as to allow for little more than a foot
ball game the entire weekend. The Athletic Department ap
pears convinced that the football game should remain the
focal point of Homecoming weekend. Homecoming has
become a more diversified campus event, however, and we
feel the Athletic Department’s scheduling should begin to
reflect this change.

p !a n n e d p a r e n th 0 0 d .
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Appleton’s Fox Valley Planned Parenthood Center and
similar institutions have been the targets of unjustified at
tacks in recent years. Clinics and counseling centers for
family planning provide an invaluable service to any urban
community. This service becomes especially valuable in
light of the growing problem of over-population and
questions concerning teenage sexuality. The goals of family
planning centers are humanitarian and community minded,
but are being over-shadowed by the diatribes against plan
ned parenthood’s stand on abortion and the distribution of
contraceptives. Hopefully, the fallacies and myths concer
ning Planned Parenthood’s methods and objectives will
soon fade, and these institutions will begin to receive the
respect and support they deserve.
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Dear Editor:
After attending this sm all
m idw estern liberal arts in 
stitution for well over a year, it
has come to our attention that an
ap palling state of ram pant
inefficiency now threatens to
immerse Lawrence University in
the muck of financial waste. Our
nation is in the grip of a serious
recession. Accordingly, it is an
appropriate time for all true
Americans to practice fiscal
restraint. Such abstinence from
free-spending
policies
will
restore our pride in our great
nation. This is a great univer
sity—but it is not being run like a
great university.
Therefore, we would like to
propose
some
cost-saving
measures that can be adopted
right here at home. They present
some very real solutions to our
problems.
Having noticed the lack of
student
and
a d m in istra to r
parking space, we suggest that
all trees on campus should be cut
down im m e d iate ly . Not only
would this measure provide room
for extensive parking facilities, it
would also e lim in a te those
ubiquitous ground squirrels. The
resulting tim ber would sub

stantially reduce heating costs.
There would be no leaves to
vacuum, and no need for fer
tilizer. The savings would be
enormous.
Secondly, Ormsby and Sage
should be razed. Their antiquated
architecture and structure
makes them both obsolete and
expensive eyesores. It is costing
our fair campus far too much to
heat them. Ormsby should be
replaced with a hotel for alumni
and guests of the University. The
new center would contain a
lounge and restaurant named
“ M arw in G a rd ens.” Brokaw
should be left standing, because
of the high personal costs of
relocating the administration.
The top two floors, which
presently house transients and
undesirables, should be con
verted into additional parking for
the adm inistratio n with in 
dividual monogrammed parking
spaces.
This committee’s careful indagation and analysis of our
beloved university’s financial
condition has led us to propose
these modest measures. We
estimate the savings resulting
from these steps to be ap
proximately $19.84 (per term),
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Professor peeved
Dear Editors,
I
was very much intrigued by
your description of my disser
tation fieldwork among markey
gardeners in the Lamba area of
the rural Zambian Copperbelt as
a study of “ rural fruit villagers
who worked in the copper mines’’
(The Lawrentian, 17 Oct. 1980, p.
6).
Ever enam oured of
sociologist Georg S im m e l’s
dialectics of ambivalence and in
ternal contradiction, I can only
wonder at your rigorous ap
plication of these principles in
your account of my fieldwork ex
perience.
“ /T /entatively here as a
visiting instructor’’ I remain Yours sincerely,

BRIAN SIEGEL

b e s t c h o ic e

Dear Editor:
(how have other more oilAs Election Day nears with dependent nations, e.g. Germany
awful finality, voters selecting a and Japan, managed to avoid
candidate for president face a equally horrendous inflation?),
very difficult decision. We can the Federal Reserve Board (five
hardly realistically vote a party of seven of whom are his ap
line and expect to know what we pointees) or the consumer, who is
are getting. Various forces have reacting to, not creating the
made presidential politics a problem.
Unpopular
but
contest not between parties but necessary measures have been
individuals, so we must examine sacrificed on the altar of the
the candidates as such.
Vote. In energy, Carter appointed
It did not take me much time to a strongly pronuclear head to the
decide Ronald Reagan was an Dept, of Energy and plans to
absurd choice. A “ World view” throw $88 billion into an un
that seems to better suit a pre developed synfuels program in
school (or at least pre-collegiate, which questions of pollution, cost,
one would hope) m entality, and practicality are left unan
another economic program swered, while conservation ef
designed to appeal to people’s forts and alternate energy source
greed. (About a cut of $300 for a programs continue on minimal
middle income tax payer under funding.
either the Reagan or Carter plan,
Carter has informed us that the
never mind the inflation caused.
Soviet invasion into Afghanistan
How much is your vote worth?)
is (whoops-“ might be” ) the
The Republican candidate has gravest threat to world peace
been packaged, Twinkie-like, to
since WWII. In reaction, he
sell to the public. Are we buying
proclaimed (without bothering to
freshness?
consult our allies) the Bad Things
Jim m y Carter, campaigning in
he would do to the Soviets, in
1976, asked us to trust him as an
cluding signing up young people
outsider who would deliver us
in case we need to draft them, all
from demons inflation and
unem ploym ent,
practice
a ™ ? .m .W h ‘ le a s s u r i n 8 u s t h e
v o l u n t e e r a r m y is d o i n g a f in e
humanitarian foreign policy, and
job. (General Brown was ordered
clean up the mess in Washington.
o stop portraying our armed
After four years, all that remains
forces in such a bad lightare his continued promises.
Ballooning deficit spending has problem solved.) What kind of
pumped inflation to record levels war does he envision us calling up
Carter alternately blames OPEC i * d r ® ‘ “ s f o r ? C e r t a i n l y n i t in
th e

(per student). We are sure that
this sum represents enough of an
incentive to justify the institution
of these proposals.
Respectfully,
DAVID CHRISTESON
Energy Action To
Maximize Efficiency

C a rte r

Persian Gulf Doctrine warning
the Soviets to stay out was with
drawn after less than a week,
after Carter officials had to
shamefacedly admit we don’t
have the ability to defend the
area anyway. We are to press on
with the M X missile, all $50-$100
billion of it. A yet-undeveloped
technology (deployment-perhaps
1990) is mysteriously “leaked” to
the press to show that Mr. Carter
has his own bomber to counter
the
R ep ublican
B-l.
A
redeploym ent
of
strategic
weapons to target m ilita ry
centers (noted over a year ago in
the “ Bulletin of the Atomic
Scientists” )
is
officially
proclaimed-another attempt to
“ get toug h ”
in tim e
for
November 4. It seems things go
best without Carter muddling.
Rhodesia? Thank the Thatcher
a d m in istra tio n
and
Lord
Carrington for that. Even with
the feather in Mr. Carter’s cap,
the Isreali-Egyptian accord, U.S.
domestic politics are injected. An
important Israeli minister was
quoted Tuesday as saying he was
instructed to hold off reopening
negotiations until election time
rolled around. A lot of talk these
days of the hostages in Iran being
released by election day. Hmm.
I could (have?) bore everyone
quite to tears with the debacle of
Carter foreign policy. The record
is certainly open for all to see; I
Continued on page .5
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R e a g a n ’s p o s it io n s
by Terry Moran
This article is an attempt to
present some of Ronald Reagan’s
positions on salient issues of the
p residential cam paign. The
author apologizes for any
misrepresentations, as he does
not support Mr. Reagan for
president.
“ More than any single thing,
high rates of taxation destroy the
incentive to earn, to save, to
invest. They cripple productivity,
lead to deficit financing and
in flatio n , and create u ne m 
ployment.”
These words, delivered by Mr.
R eagan on September 9 in
Chicago, illustrate his primary
concern about the economy,
namely the need for massive tax
cuts over the next three years. He
supports the Kemp-Roth bill,,
which proposes a 10 percent per
year reduction of personal in
come taxes over the next three
years.
According
to
Mr.
Reagan’s position, these cuts will
increase
investm ent
and
productivity to such a degree that
the rejuvenated economy will be
able to absorb the cuts. Recently,
Mr. Reagan has said that tax
reduction must be accompanied
by significant changes in the tax
laws for this proposal to work. He
did not elaborate.
Spending cuts in the federal
budget are given equal emphasis
in the Reagan economic plan. Mr.
Reagan claims that the budget
could be cut 2 percent by 1981, 7
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percent by 1985. He hopes to be
able to cut spending by 10 percent
by 1984, a savings of 92 billion
dollars. With these budget cuts,
Mr. Reagan hopes to achieve
another of his major economic
goals, a balanced federal budget,
by 1983, perhaps 1982, given his
growth assum ptions for the
economy.
Another of the Republican’s
major goals is to trim the size of
the federal government. Mr.
Reagan, if elected, would put an
im m ediate freeze on federal
employment. He would form a
‘‘National Citizens Task Force”
to rigorously exam ine every
department and agency. Caspar
Weinberger, former Director of
the Office of Management and
Budget, would head a “ Spending
Control Task Force” to report
during the transition period on
“specific ways to search out and
eliminate extravagance.” Mr.
Reagan feels that a “thorough
and systematic review of the
thousands of federal regulations
which affect the economy” is of
the highest priority.
The only real solution to the
problem of unemployment, ac
cording to Mr. Reagan, lies in
vital economic growth. By cut
ting
taxes
and
reducing
regulation, Mr. Reagan hopes
that renewed economic growth
will create millions of jobs. He
supports “ urban enterprise
zones” in depressed inner-city
areas. Under this proposal,

businesses are encouraged to
move into poor areas by reduced
taxes and regulations. Mr.
Reagan sees this proposal as
creating many jobs, in areas
where they are needed most.
In the area of energy policy,
Mr. Reagan stresses production
over conservation. He claims
that federal restrictions are
“creating the energy crisis.” He
advocates the increased use of
coal by major utilities, but op
poses federal funding to aid the
utilities in the switch. M r.
Reagan wishes to speed up the
licensing of new nuclear power
plants.
“ America has been sleeping
(while) . . . the Soviets and their
allies are a d v a n c in g .” The
Soviets have “never retreated
from their Marxist dream of one
communist world.” “ The Soviet
Union underlies all the unrest
that’s going on.”
These statements, and others
like them , characterize M r.
Reagan’s approach to foreign
and defense policy. He sees
military superiority as essential
in dealing with world conflicts,
especially with the Soviets.
Therefore, rapid U.S. re a r
mament is necessary to insure a
“margin of safety” which will
provide “whatever it takes to be
strong enough that no other
nation will dare violate the
peace.” Mr. Reagan opposes the
SALT II treaty, and would begin
a new round of disarmament
negotiations.

T h e w o rld , p u b lic p o lic y , a n d M o h r
M ichigan political science
professor Lawrence B. Mohr’s
talk, “The Evaluation of Public
Policy: The Good News, the Bad
News and the Interesting,” began
the Public Policy Forum series
last Thursday night. Mohr, a
leading scholar in public policy
analysis, entered this field as a
result of his desire to apply
principles of methodology to the
“Real World.”
Mohr stated that the purpose of
the program evaluation is to
determine whether programs are
fulfilling their goals. The Federal
governm ent
allocates
ap
proximately 1 to 2 per cent of its
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annual budget to program
evaluation.
The inadequacies of survey
designs were the crux of the “ Bad
News,” according to Mohr. These
inadequacies u ltim a te ly cast
doubts on the validity of the
survey results. Among the
critical problems with surveys
are the contamination of control
groups, restraints caused by
limited budgets, and finally, the
fact that no single model can be
applied to all survey situations.
The “ Good News” of Mohr’s
lecture dealt with his discovery of
a design to overcome the
weaknesses inherent in other

survey models. Mohr’s theory is
based on the idea that the ex
perimental group be randomly
selected from the population to be
affected
by
the
potential
program.
Mohr finds “ interesting” the
fact that evaluators often-times
ignore the results of analysis
when these results conflict with a
policy which they may par
ticu larly wish to see im 
plemented. Despite this fact,
Mohr sees policy evaluation as
essential to good program
development. The key to good
analysis, as Mohr sees it, is to
conduct “ a few good studies.”

N e w s
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by F re d B a rtol

Compiled from the Wall Street Journal, the Milwaukee Journal and
The New York Times.
President Carter offered to release Iranian assets and end the
trade embargo against Iran if the American hostages are freed.
Iranian Premier Mohammed Ali Rajai said Carter was “ showing off
on television,” and suggested that such incentives would have no ef
fect on the hostage situation.
Ronald Reagan faulted Carter’s handling of the hostage crisis but
did not offer solutions of his own. He accused Carter of “negotiating
through the press.” Carter responded that Reagan’s remarks com
plicated the situation and that the hostage situation should not be
brought into the presidential campaign.
The Iraqis continued their siege of the Iranian oil center of
Abadan, as the Iranians continue to hold firm. Road building activities
in the Iraqi-held Khuzestan territory suggest the Iraqis plan a long
occupation of the area. Meanwhile, Secretary of State Edmund
Muskie reasserted American neutrality in the Iraq-Iran conflict. In
the face of allegations by Iranian Premier Rajai that American-built
surveillance planes lent to Saudi Arabia are being used to spy on Iran,
Muskie declared that the planes are not directed at Iran and that the
U.S. is not supplying intelligence information to the Iraqis. Muskie
also said a strong Iran was important to United States interests.
President Carter declared he will renew attempts to ratify the
SALT III accord, while Senate leaders said such ratification was highly
unlikely. The treaty was tabled after the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan. Ronald Reagan called SALT II undesirable and said that
if elected he would call for talks on SALT III.
While Reagan called for “ a peace based on strength,” Carter
insisted Reagan’s approach would lead to an all-out nuclear arms
race, calling it “ a risky gamble.”
The League of Women Voters invited Carter and Reagan to
debate one another in Cleveland on October 28. Both sides continue to
negotiate specific conditions for the meeting, but say the debate will
occur as scheduled. John Anderson was not invited to participate.
The Supreme Court upheld a lower court ruling that Laetrile, the
controversial supposed cancer treatment obtained from apricot pits,
is banned under a 1962 drug law. The Food and Drug Association has
declared that the drug is of no apparent value.
Mt. St. Helens shuddered four times in 48 hours this weekend,
lightly dusting nearby Portland, Oregon with volcanic ash and leading
to speculation that a major eruption is imminent.
Australian Prim e Minister Malcolm Frazer and his coalition
government were re-elected in balloting in Australia, although the
opposition Labor Party appears to have made significant gains.
Frazer’s government has been in power since 1975. Pre-election polls
had suggested Frazer might be defeated.
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Christian Democrat Arnaldo Forlani assembled Italy’s 40th
government since the end of World War II. His coalition appears ready
to pursue the same austere economic measures which brought about
the resignation of the previous government on September 27.
The Polish government ratified the Charter of the Solidarity labor
group led by Lech Walesa, a central figure in this summer’s strikes. In
return the group acknowledged the Communist Party’s leading role in
the labor movement in Poland. The settlement followed a month
during which government refusal to recognize the group, which is said
to number some six million members, left in doubt gains supposedly
made by workers during the strike.
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Recent polls indicate that
R epublican Bob Kasten is
currently leading Democrat
Gaylord Nelson in the race for
Nelson’s seat in the Senate. Mr.
Kasten has served two terms
(1974-1978) in Washington as
Representative from Wisconsin’s
9th Congressional District; prior
to this he served as Wisconsin
State Senator (1972-1974) from
the 4th Senate District.
According to Senator John
Heinz, Chairman of the National
Republican Senate Committee,
Kasten’s race is “ one of the ten
most winnable races in the coun
try.” Not only does Mr. Kasten
have appeal to members of both
parties, he also has experience in
Congress as a member of the
Manpower and Housing Sub
committee, and as a member of
the House Small Business Com
mittee.

S e n a t e

vocates the preservation of
Wisconsin’s natural environ
ment, and believes it every per
son’s responsibiltiy to play a role
in environmental preservation.
In addition, Mr. Kasten has
promised to support a defense
budget which provides for the
cruise missile system designed to
counter the threat of Soviet ex
pansionism. In each of his years
in Congress, re received a 90'’’« or
better approval rating from the
A m erican Security Council,
which has no bearing on the fact
that he currently opposes the
ratification of Salt II.
A strong supporter of equal
rights for women. Mr. Kasten
cam paigned
vigorously
in
Congress
to
end
job
discrimination and unequal pay
standards. He has stated that it
is most effective to attack
inequities on a'fcase basis to en
sure fariness of opportunity,
rather than through a Con
stitutional Amendment.
Futherm ore,
Mr.
Kasten
believes that U.S. contributions
to international financial in
stitutions should not be used to
help Cuba. Viet Nam, Cambodia,
and other countries which violate
basic human rights.
As a
Congressman, Mr. Kasten voted
against giving direct and indirect
foreign aid to Marxist and Com
munist countries.
Bob Kasten has run a fastpaced, tough campaign, and has
faced the issues squarely.
Because of his record as a mem
ber of the House of Represen
tatives and his widespread sup
port in the state, he stands a
strong chance of unseating in
cumbent Gaylord Nelson, and
ending W isconsin’s longtim e
Democratic representation in the
Senate.

During
his
terms
in
Washington, Mr. Kasten voted to
curb federal spending and initiate
reforms for welfare programs.
He fought for less government
control of the economy and
challenged the growth of big
government.
Mr. Kasten has an impressive
record concerning income taxes.
In 1976, he was given the Fiscal
Integrity Award by the National
Taxpayer Union, and he was one
of the original co-sponsors of the
Kemp-Roth tax cut bill, which
favored a 10% cut in individual
income taxes. Furthermore, he
supports real estate tax reforms
to benefit Wisconsin farmers.
Always a protector of the en
vironment, Mr. Kasten was
named Wisconsin Conservation
Legislator of the Year in 1973 by
the National and Wisconsin
Wildlife Federations.
He ad

Bob Kasten
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f o u r t h

by Terry Moran
United States Senator Gaylord
Nelson is running for reelection
this fall against Robert Kasten.
He is seeking to become only the
second Democrat in Wisconsin
state history to win election to the
Senate four times. Mr. Nelson
was first elected in 1962, and
presently ranks 20th on the
Democratic Senate seniority list.
Having been elected three
times, Mr. Nelson would seem to
be assured of his seat, yet he
faces in Mr. Kasten the toughest
opponent he has had in his thirtyyear career in politics. Mr.
Nelson finds himself engaged in
the same struggle many seniorranking Democrats face this
year—their “ safe seat” and good
record severely challenged by a
very conservative, yet popular,
opponent. Recent polls show the
candidates nearly even, some
giving Mr. Kasten, some Mr.
Nelson, a slight edge.
However, Mr. Nelson has much
in his favor. Politically, he is a
well-recognized, if not wellpublicized, incum bent. After
nearly eighteen years as senator,
and prior to that one term as
governor, he has become a fix
ture in Wisconsin politics, and
will certainly benefit from the
state’s well-heeled Democratic
party organization. In fact, the
election may turn on the strength
of his incumbency.
Mr. Nelson has much else in his
favor, though. He is the thirdranking member of the Senate
Finance Committee, one of the
most powerful in Congress. From
his position he has quietly
sometimes courageously, made
his mark on national fiscal
policy, or at the very least, his
voice heard. For example, in
1965, he was one of only three
senators to vote against ap
probations for the Viet Nam
War. He continued to oppose the
war until its end.
Perhaps Mr. Nelson’s most
impressive, and for students,
most appealing record is his
environmental record. His major
symbolic achievement in this
area was the passage of a bill that
proclaimed a national “ Earth
Day’ in 1970. He has been a
major backer of the Alaska lands
bill, and strongly opposed a
reclamations act which would

tr ie s

t e r m
have turned federal land over to
major railroads and industries
for productive use. He was a
strong supporter of all five of the
waterlands conservation acts of
the past decade.
In the area of civil rights, Mr.
Nelson was a supporter of the
1964 Civil Rights Act. He is a
strong supporter of the Equal
Rights Amendment, and voted
for an extension of the deadline
for its passage. He voted for the
Magnuson Admendment to the
1970 appropriations bill, which
provided federal funds for
medically necessary abortions.
At the time of his vote, Mr.
Nelson said that if abortion were
to be allowed under the law, the
constitution ought to be applied
and rights extended to all women,
rich and poor. The Supreme
Court recently declared the
amendment unconstitutional.
As a member of the Finance
Com m ittee, M r. Nelson has
shown himself to be a shrewd
guardian of the people’s money.
He sponsored a bill last year
which extended prohibitions
against the ELF, a large un
derground radio antenna, to be
used to com m un icate with
submerged subm arines. He
opposed Senator K ennedy’s
national health insurance plan in
favor of Mr. Carter’s, which he
saw as more fiscally responsible.
There has been a disturbing
tendency in recent years for the
electorate to place all the hopes
and dreams and fears of the
country on the office of the
presidency, or on the president. A
rejuvenation, a regeneration of
awareness of and concern for the
broader base of our political
process, state and local elections,
is necessary for the continued
v itality of our institutions.
Gaylord Nelson has been a
dedicated and effective senator
for eighteen years, a man con
cerned more with the good of the
country than personal ambition.
He is a good man who has given
his life to the service of his
community, first as governor and
then as U.S. Senator. In the postWatergate era, it seems there are
fewer and fewer men like him
entering politics. Mr. Nelson
stands on his record of service ; I
urge you to vote for him on
November 4.

Dance company lives
by Tim Clinch
The Lawrence University
Dance ( ompany, dormant since
1978, is alive once again! An
organizational meeting was held
last Friday, at which officers
were chosen and plans made for
activities for the remainder of the
term. Workshops will be held
every Tuesday afternoon from
4:30 to 6:00 in Riverview Lounge,
beginning on October 28. All
members of the Lawrence
community are invited to don
comfortable clothing and join the
group for an enjoyable workout.
previous experience is
necessary!
According to Wendy Watson,

LU ’78, a member of the company
during her undergraduate years
and now a head resident in Sage,
the group will have the op
portunity to work next term with
Goel Weirs, a former member of
the Minnesota Dance Company;
he now has his own group and
also teaches at the Children’s
Theatre C om pany in M in
neapolis. A perform ance is
tentatively planned for the end of
Term II. For more information,
contact Wendy Watson, ext. 6780.
Tim Clinch, ext. 6877; April
Grant, ext. 6892; Pam Weiner,
ext. 6857; or John Rad wick, ext.
6878
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Congressional hopeful Mike
Monfils addressed a small group
in Riverview Lounge on Tuesday
evening. Monfils is running for
the United States House of
Representatives in the Eighth
District.
Monfils cited two problematic
changes in American govern
ment which have evolved over
the past twenty years. First he
noted a sharp decline in public
enthusiasm over what he calls
“non-monetery” issues. In the
1960’s, people were concerned
primarily with the Vietnam war
and issues dealing with social
reform. In contrast, most bills
which go through Congress today
involve such things as allocation
of funds, tax cuts, w indfall
profits, and balancing the budget.
While Monfils sees these as
important issues, he expressed
concern
over
the
near
disappearance of ideological
issues. He sees this as a trade-off
between “ money and people.”
The second broad change exists
in the public conception of the
political character’. “ People are
beginning
to realize
that
politicians are human,” he said.
“John F. Kennedy is no longer
considered to be ‘St. John of
Hyannis Port’.” This change has
resulted in a lowered credibility,
a severe loss of faith in our
government. While Monfils does
not envision himself “ a knight in
shining arm or,” he feels he has
the integrity necessary to fill the
position most capably.
M onfils’ articulated clear
stances on the major issues. He
opposes the 30 percent tax cut
embodied in the Kemp-Roth bill.
Instead, he advocates a renewed
effort toward a balanced budged
and the initiation of an ac
celerated depreciation tax to set
up incentives for industries to
increase productive capacity.
Although
the
voluntary

...
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miiltary “ simply is not working,”
Monfils is not in favor of a peace
time draft. The solution, as he
sees it, is to raise the pay of
military personnel -again to offer
incentives. The draft, as it has
existed in the past, “raises the
perplexing question of who goes
and who stays.” Monfils recalled
the inequalities inherent in the
conventional
system
and
suggested that, if the need arises,
the governm ent draft every
American to serve in some
capacity; have “ everyone do
some kind of government ser
vice.” Admittedly, initiating this
system would require a sub
stantial amount of money, but
according to M onfils, would
address the conscription question
with “justice and equality.”
When asked about his stand on
the Equal Rights Amendment,
Monfils replied that he strongly
favors its passage. He has urged
people to “ get on the back of”

M IK E M O N FILS

s t i l l b e s t c h o ic e

Continued from page 2 ,
urge you to look. As Arthur
Schlesinger said, “ Incoherence
and incompetence might not be
decisive if Mr. Carter showed any
signs of learning from his
blunders. Quite the contrary, he
gets worse every year. Ex
perience is meaningless unless it
implies a capacity to grow.”
However, an educated and
articulate voice emerged early in
this campaign. John Anderson
has based his unorthodox cam 
paign on telling people not what
they want to hear, but what he
thinks they must hear - un
fortunately, a m ark of a
maverick. He has spelled out
hard measures we must employ
to treat our serious economic,
political, and social problems.
Twenty years in the Congress
have given Anderson the un
derstanding necessary to work
with Congress to implement his
programs. Anderson has detailed
specific areas in which he would
cut federal spending before taxes
would be cut, to avoid exacer
bating inflation. Conservation,
the cleanest, simplest and surest
way to energy independence is
central to Anderson’s platform.
Recognizing our dangerous
dependence on imported oil, a
50c-gallon gas tax would be
imposed to cut drastically our
petroleum consumption, with the
revenues being applied to halve
Social Security taxes. His insight
deepened by his experience in the
foreign service, Anderson has
consistently
called
for
cooperation and consulation with
our allies instead of trying to be
the internatio nal bully-boy,
which inevitably breeds resent

ment, not respect. John Anderson
rejects the need to build up our
nuclear forces further. To im 
prove our armed forces he would
substantially increase pay to
attract and keep the personnel
who have been leaving in droves
for more lucrative civilian jobs.
His proposals have been sensible
but politically unpalatable. His
underfunded campaign has been
carried on by people who find a
man who doesn’t give them the
same doubletalk a real relief.
Why couldn’t the Democratic and
R epublican
candidates
be
equally frank?
To me, Anderson is by far and
away the best man for the job.
BUT - his poll standings have
been low, and have dropped as
the election nears. The huge
advertising budgets of the others
have bought media exposure
unavailable to Anderson, and
unfortunate as it may be, many
people choose to vote on the basis
of hastily-formed im pressions
from TV spots and polls telling
them who is ahead. Don’t we
believe q u alificatio n s mean
anything? To those who fear they
will be wasting a vote, I ’d like
Mr. Schlesinger to comment:
“The single argument advanced
for Mr. Carter is what Mr.
Reagan would be worse . . . This
blackmail can be ignored. If Mr.
Carter loses, there is only one
man to blame, and that is him
self. . . If most Americans
wearily accept the choice bet
ween M r. Carter and Mr.
Reagan, it will only encourage
the major parties to believe that
they can
get away
with
nominating third raters in the
future.”
—DAVID ARNOSTI

H o u s e
their state legislators and would
vote for an extention of the.time
limit for ratification.
As a representative in the
House, M onfils would seek
“ negotiable
solutions”
to
problems confronting the nation.
He realizes the importance of
cooperative work in government,
as his impressive record in Green
Bay politics would attest.
Said Monfils of his opponent,
R epublican incum bent Toby
Roth, “ Roth is a good politician,
we just differ on how we think the
office should be run.”
Monfils
urges
Lawrence
students to vote on November
4th; to take an active interest in
the politics of the area in which
they live for nine months of the
year. Any students interested in
working in the last two weeks of
the Monfils campaign should
contact Dave Challoner, coor
dinator of the Lawrence Students
for Monfils organization.
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Qkmnotattonfi
by Tim Clinch
Tickets are still available at the
Box Office for the performance of
the New Arts Trio at 8:00 this
evening in Harper Hall. Prices
are $4.50 for students and adults
over 62, and $6.00 for adults. This
piano trio, formerly in residence
at the Milwaukee Conservatory
of Music, was awarded first prize
at the Naumberg Competition
this year, and is regarded as one
of the great new piano trios of the
world.
The Lawrence University Wind
Ensemble will present its first
concert of the year on Sunday,
October 26, at 8:00 p.m. in the
Memorial Chapel; their guest
soloist will be Donald Sinta,
saxophone. The ensemble will
perform March of the Belgian
Paratroopers,
by
Pierre
Leemans; Scenes from “ The
Louvre” , by Norman Dello Joio;
Peter Mennin’s Canzona; and
The Mask of Night, by Warren
Benson. Mr. Sinta, a performer
and teacher who is known
throughout the nation, will join
the ensemble after intermission
for a performance of Ingolf
Dahl’s Concerto for Saxophone
and Wind Orchestra, which was
composed in 1949 and revised in
1953. The concert is free and open
to the public. Mr. Sinta will also
appear in a free clinic for
saxophonists and woodwind
players at 11:00 Saturday mor
ning, October 25; all interested
members of the community are
invited to attend.
The general student recital on
Tuesday morning, October 28, at
11:10 a.m., will open with a
performance of two Handel duets
by Joseph Brachmann, tenor;
Timothy Bruneau, baritone; and
Lorna Peters, piano. What a trio!
Roberta Mangold, piano, will

p e rfo rm
M e n d e ls s o h n ’ s
Variations Serieuses, Op. 54; she
will be followed by soprano Jessie
Grover, who will sing Pause and
Mit dem grünen Lautenbande by
Schubert,
accom panied
by
Kenneth Bozeman, piano. Steven
Edmund, piano, will conclude the
program with a performance of
Funerailles by Liszt.
David A. “ Blitz” Heller will
manhandle the mighty Schantz
as he gives his senior organ
recital at 8:30 on Thursday
evening, October 30, in the
Chapel. Davie will begin his
program with the Praeludium in
F-sharp m inor by D ietrich
Buxtehude, and will continue
with Recit de Tierce en Taille,
and excerpt from the Livre
d’Orgue by Nicloas de Grigny.
Next will come a performance of
the Passacaglia, BWV 582, by
J.S. Bach, which is better known
(in spite of Dave’s perpetual
objections) as the Passacaglia
and Fugue in C minor. After
intermission, Dave will play the
Choral Fantasy on “ Hallelujah!
Gott zu loben, bleibe meine
Seelen freud!” , Op. 52, No. 3, by
Max Reger. All members of the
Tracker Backer club are invited
to attend.
Keep next Friday evening open
in order to attend a unique
evening of cham ber m usic
performed by violinist Charles
Treger and faculty members
Robert Below, Carol Conti-Entin,
Franciska Koscielny, Carlton
McCreery, Theodore Rehl, and
Ernestine Whitman. Tickets are
available at the Box Office at
$1.50 for students and adults over
62, and $3.00 for adults. This is a
real bargain! Watch for more
in form atio n in next w eek’s
Lawrentian.
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Gipson bests zucchini
by Sieve Gipson
First term classes too much to
handle? The pressures of campus
life got you down? Then be at
Downer Commons in Dining
room A at 5:00 p.m. on Thursday,
October ¡10 for high-spirited en
tertainment by Steve Gipson.
Bound to be the most monumen
tal event in Downer history since
the discovery of the versatility of
zucchini, Gipson’s performance
will explode Downer’s dull at
mosphere with rapid fire wit. The
show is free. The Office of Cam-

Steve Gipson

pus Life is responsible for this
one.
Draw ing
cariecatures
to
enhance his outrageous oneliners, Gipson satirizes freely
whatever he pleases. Favorite
victims of his wit are politicians
and other notorious public figures
including movie stars. Though
well known for the drawing of
cariecatures, Gipson claims, “ I
consider myself a humorist using
whatever tools I can. Carieca
tures are just one facet of what 1
do.”
Music is an important part of
Gipson’s performance. He con
siders the music he uses very
carefully, arranging his routine
around it. Gipson parodies
musicians such as Elvis, Rod
Stewart, and the Beatles.
Gipson, who is from Atlanta,
has been performing at shopping
malls and college campuses for
four years. He has worked 310
days a year for the past two years
while touring nationally. Gipson
has been well-received by college
audiences, attracting the largest
“ nooner” crowds many colleges
have ever experienced.

N e w
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The New Arts Trio, winner of
the 1980 Naumburg Chamber
Music Award, will open the 198081 season of the Lawrence
U niversity Cham ber Music
Series Friday, October 24, at 8
p.m .
in
Harper
H all
of
L a w r e n c e ’s
M u sic - D ram a
Center.
Members of the trio are pianist
Rebecca Penneys, violinist Piotr
Janow ski, and cellist Steve
Doane. A recent performance
prompted a Milwaukee music
critic to write that “ these
musicians affirmed their place
among the w o rld’s foremost
piano trios.” This judgment was
substantiated by the trio ’s
winning of the Naumburg award,
the most prestigious prize in the
chamber music world.
For its recital at Lawrence, the
trio will perform Mozart’s Trio in
E Jamor, the Trio (1904) by
Charles Ives, and the “ Dum ky”
Trio by Anton Dvorak.
Tickets, a prices of $6 for adults

T r io
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and $4.50 for students and adults
over age 62, are available at the
Lawrence University Box Office,
115 N. Park Ave., telephone 7356749. Box Office hours are noon to
6 p.m. each day except Sunday.
Season tickets, at $24 for adults
and $18 for students and adults

over age 62, also are available at
the Box Office through Oct. 24.
Other
perform ers
on
the
Cham ber Music Series are
guitarist Eliot Fisk on March 6,
the Dorian Wind Quintet on April
4, and the American String
Quartet on April 24.

THE NEW ARTS TRIO

P la n n e d P a r e n th o o d fin d s n e w p a g e
P ia n is t

S e r k in

o p e n s

t h e y e a r 's A r t i s t S e r ie s
by David Arnosti
Nocturne following inspired by
An antithesis to Liberace in imagination without resorting to
clothing (wrinkled black) and pianistic melodrama.
style, pianist Peter Serkin opened
Bach’s “ Goldberg” variations,
the Lawrence Artist Series with the second half of the program,
an unflashy but rew arding was an excellent choice wellperformance of works by Stefan suited to the quiet and intimate
Wolpe, Chopin, and J.S. Bach. The treatment Serkin gave them.
Wolpe “ Passacaglia” , though a Refusing to be marred by police
fascinating visual display as sirens, TB ward coughing from
Serkin’s hands flitted wasp-like some members of the audience
over the keyboard, proved to be a (who have yet to learn of sleeves
monochromatic blend of tones, and handkerchiefs, it seems), or
chords, and h am m ering u n  even an extended solo by the
com plem ented
by
S e rkin’s Chicago and Northwestern, pure,
detached style and unimproved magical Bach poured over the
by distracting periodic page audience for over an hour.
turns. To my admittedly arch Playing was clear, precise and
conservative tastes, it was a rich - Serkin’s performance let
wasted effort.
the spirit of the music come
The Chopin selections made through. An atmosphere of Bach
evident the pure, unornamented hung over us all as Serkin
quality of Serkin’s style. Three finished the reiteration of the
M azurkas were a little u n  “ A ria ” . It was alm ost a
derplayed, but it was certainly desecration to hear when
refreshing to enjoy Chopin someone broke the tension with
without emotional encumbrage. clapping. An excellent start to the
Serkin’s combination of control 1980-81 Artist Series; man and
and excitement made the Im- music well matched.
prom tu delightful, and the

Continued from page 1
Eder views such problems as
m anifestations of com peting
values. For many, reproductive
health care is an issue involving
an individual’s age, and con
siderations of m ental and
physical health are less critical.
Planned Parenthood, however,
approaches its service to the
community from a medical per
spective. Eder claims that “ they
(the conservative element) don’t
look at medical considerations.
We are looking at medicine, and
age is not a critical question when
dealing with health care. But,
that’s not their philosophy.”
In spite of minority opposition.
Planned Parenthood is currently
a respected service within the
Appleton community. According
to a survey conducted by in
dividuals at Lawrence University
in the spring of this year, an
overwhelming majority of those
interviewed supported Planned
Parenthood’s cause. Its recent
expansion is but a symbol of its

reputability.
Often misconstrued by the
public is the center’s fee system.
Although
a
non-profit
organization, Planned P a re n 
thood is by no means a free clinic.
Individual fees are determined
on the basis of a sliding income
scale, and cost is progressively
subsidized as an individual’s
ability to pay decreases. College
students, according to this scale,
pay a fee representing 40°7o of the
actual cost. The funding to sub
sidize such a fee system comes
from a variety of sources. The
federal government grants ap
proximately half of the necessary
funds through a Title 10
provision; the State, full patient
fees, and local contributions
provide the remaining funds.
In the past, Planned Paren
thood and the University have
coordinated very little in the way
of educational programs and
seminars. Yet, there are issues
related to human sexuality which

students and faculty on this cam 
pus should be able to address.
Planned Parenthood is prepared
to provide Lawrence with
seminars designed to address
such issues at no cost to the
University. Their educational
materials and staff are qualified
to discuss a number of topics
such as male-female roles, birth
control
methods,
hum an
physiology, and gay sexuality —
the choice is the University’s.
Planned Parenthood is clearly
a well-organized,
sociallyminded organization, well deser
ving of respect from its com
munity. Certainly, the benefits of
such cooperation between Plan
ned Parenthood and the Univer
sity would prove an undeniable
asset to the Lawrence communtiy

For specific information on Plan
ned Parenthood's educational ser
vices, call to speak with its Com
munity Educator at 73i-6304.
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Weekend Films
G u m

s h o e

by Jim Cheng
This is the weekend for
devotees of the dectective film.
The film committee has paired
R om an P o la n s k i’s Chinatow n
and John Huston’s classic The
Maltese Falcon on a double bill
which promises to provide four
hours of solid film entertainment.
The Maltese Falcon is con
sidered by many to be the
definitive detective film . A
remake of Dashiell H am m et’s
bestseller, this 1941 classic
demonstrates that an enjoyable
novel can indeed be translated
into an equally engrossing film
while retaining all the strengths
of the original work. John Huston
makes his directoral debut with
this film and contributes a script
which captures the suspense and

(

d o u b le - f e a t u r e
humor of the novel. His un is Peter Lorre’s performance as
cluttered direction enhances the the sniveling Joel Cairo.
surprise of the intricate plot.
Though Chinatown does not
The near-perfect cast is headed match up to The Maltese Falcon,
by Humphrey Bogart in the most the 1974 thriller is one of the
convincing role of his career as better films of the suspense genre
the cynical gumshoe Sam Spade. to be produced in recent years.
Bogart is Sam Spade, the hard The style exhibited here recalls
bitten private eye who doesn’t an earlier era as this film pays
hesitate to imprison the woman homage to the works of Raymond
he loves. Spade and his client, the Chandler and Ross MacDonald.
beguiling Brigid O ’Shaughnessy Coincidentally, Chinatown has
(Mary Astor) become involved another link with the above film
with a crew of international in the performance of John
crooks and murderers who vie for Huston as a gentleman farmer.
the possession of a bejeweled
The theme of this picture is
statuette which Charles of Spain decidedly 1970s in scope. Private
failed to receive from the Knights investigator J.J. Gittes (Jack
of Malta. Sydney Greenstreet Nicholson) is hired to tail the Los
makes his screen debut at age 61 Angeles water commissioner who
as the c rim in a l m asterm ind is suspected of infidelity. After
Casper Gutman. Also noteworthy the com m issioner meets an
untimely end, J.J. is hired by the
widow (Faye Dunaway) to solve
the murder. In the process, Gittes
NUMPNRCr
uncovers a network of political
corruption
involving
the
manipulation of the city’s water
M A RY
system . Though this elegant
movie is an effective recreation
of earlier projects, the film
seems to lack the depth which is
necessary for a film to be con
sidered an enduring work of art.
Still, don’t miss either of these
films. At $1.50, they’re an un
beatable combination. Chinatown
will be shown twice each night, at
7 and 11:30 with The Maltese
Falcon at 9:30. Both films are at
Stansbury Theatre.
Photo: Arnold Lau
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D u c h ro w sp ea k s: S c o p e s re v isite d
Last thursday evening, Ulrich
Duchrow, a former officer in the
E cum enical D ivision of the
Lutheran World Federation in
Geneva,
Sw itzerland,
and
present director of missional and
ecumenical concerns in BadenWurtemberg, West Germany,
addressed the problem of “The
Spiritual Dimensions of the
Scientific World.” Dr. Duchrow
lectured on differences that oc
curred between advanced scien
tists and Christians concerning
“ the various dim ensions of
reality and the various ways of
approaching reality and truth.”
Dr. Duchrow explained that the
split which occurs between
Christians and scientists is the
result of ideas that evolved
through using different criteria
for reality and truth. He cited
five consequences of the division
of Science and Christianity.
First, by emphasizing the ob
jective truths of science, Man has
narrowed his focus of reality,
which has led him to suppress
any of those experiences which
cannot be objectively and scien
tifically explained.
Secondly, the advent of
technological manipulation and
its implied bureaucracy has led
to the ‘‘ecological and social selfdestruction of h u m a n k in d .”
Because this
m anipu lativ e
technocracy discourages broad
participation by people, it further
narrows the scope for alternative
world goals that are different
from those of the scientific field.
Thridly, particularization oc
curs when only one aspect of
reality
is
scientifically
scrutinized; this leads to discon
nection between scientific fields
and Christianity and “absolutizes
the gap between experts and
laity.”
This particularization
and fragmentation robs Man of the
wholeness which he needs for
focusing on the broad scope of
reality.
Fourth, the idea of unlimited
growth in the scientific field has
led to a scientific determinism
which does not allow for the
unknown. Since science concen
trates on aspects of reality which
can be reproduced again and
again, it is assumed that more
can be discovered by following
known laws than by experimen
ting w ith new paradigm s.

Although scientific knowledge is
considered
boundless.
Dr.
Duchrow claimed that man has
convinced himself that Science
follows existing autonomous
laws. Because Man has no in
fluence over these autonomous
laws, this leads to resignation,
hopelessness and feelings of wor
thlessness.
Finally, Science has reduced
time to a “ linear infinite line
without direction.” As a result,
time is only experienced as the
past. Because Science tells us
that what is true can be
reproduced, we are more orien
ted toward the past then the
future.
To the scientist, the
future is viewed as something
inevitable, without the newness
and hope seen by Christianity.
Dr. Duchrow warned that the
scientific-technical system is
moving toward an Orwellian
1984, because science has made
the mistake of assuming that
history develops in a strictly
linear sense and within definite
scientific-technical boundaries.
Science strives to explain and
control aspects of this world, but
scientists attempt to apply these
methods to the spiritual world
with little result.
The blame, however cannot be
attributed solely to science.
Christianity helped to unleash the
powers of the modern world by
not providing the leadership and
allowing the scientific-technical
world to overrun the Christian
ideals, Duchrow claims that the
Church carries a heavy respon-

sib ility of giving hope and
strengih to man with which tran
scend the scientific-technical
world.
To combat this objectivized,
scientific-technical world which
now exists. Dr. Duchrow also en
couraged an integration of ideals
between
Science
and
Christianity. Salvation can come
from retaining individual worth,
and working to change existing
technical structures. These two
ideas must be integrated so that
“ the technical structure is kept
receptive to personal experience
and creativity as well being held
historically responsible. On the
other hand, persons give their
creativity and work to the struc
tures insofar as they sustain the
life of the human community and
its basis...“ itsnature.”
According to Dr. Duchrow, the
answer to the problem s of
current society also lies in the en
couragement of individualism
and the local community. The
importance of non experts and
experts, as well as educated and
non-educated people were cited
as two ways of returning to a less
technical, bureaucratic world.
Finally, Dr. Duchrow stated
that the ultimate hope for our
world rests with the Church
because “only the Spirit itself can
give the love of Christ, the
strength resistance and the
imagination of hope.” To Dr.
Duchrow, these three qualities
are essential if we are to tran
scend our technical world and
reach the higher spiritual world.

DON A LD SINTA

Photo: Public Relutions

Donald Sinta, considered by
many to be one of the finest
concert saxophonists in the
world, will appear with the
Lawrence
U niversity
W ind
Ensemble in a concert Sunday,
October 26, at 8 p.m. in Lawrence
Memorial Chapel.
The concert will be open to the
public at no charge.
Sinta is professor of saxophone
at the University of Michigan. He
w ill perform Ing olf D a h l’s
“ Concerto for Saxophone and
Wind Ensemble,” with Robert
Levy, associate professor of
music, conducting the Lawrence
Wind Ensemble.
For two years, Sinta was
saxophonist w ith the D etroit
Symphony, and he has premiered
more than 50 works for his in
strument, including compositions
by Pulitzer Prize winners Leslie
Bassett and Karel Husa. He has
recorded for Mark Educational
Record and Golden
Crest
Records and recently recorded
the
Bassett
“ Music
for
Saxophone and Piano” for an
album, “ The New Virtuoso,”

relieased by New World Records.
Before joining the University of
Michigan faculty, Sinta taught in
Ithaca College in New York and
at the Hartt College of Music in
Connecticut. He has performed
frequently at music education
conferences, band workshops,
and with high school and college
ensem bles
throughout
the
country. He was the first elected
c h a irm a n
of
the
W orld
Saxophone Congress, an in 
ternational for professional
saxophonists.
In addition to his solo ap
pearance, Sinta will conduct a
c linic for saxophonists and
woodwind players Saturday at 11
a.m. in Harper Hall of the
Lawrence Music-Drama Center,
115 N. Park Ave. This session also
is open to the public at no charge.
Other works on the Wind E n
semble program Sunday night
are “Scenes from the Louvre,”
by Norman Dello Joio, “ Conzona” by Peter Mennin, “ Mask of
Night,” by Warren Benson, and
“ M arch
of
the
B elgian
Paratrooper,” by Leemans.

L i t t l e P ro fe s s o r
B o o k C e n te r
206 E. College Avenue
Appleton, W I 5491 \
DAVID H ARONSON-Owner

Phone 731-0331
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•Foreign Periodicals
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Campus Life-Lines
Goliard Consort Auditions
The Goliard Consort, a campus
organization devoted to the perfor
mance
of
M edieval
and
Renaissance music, will be holding
auditions for interested instrumen
talists and singers this week. Alto,
tenor, and baritone voices are
especially encouraged to try for the
group. For information and an ap
pointment, contact Tim Clinch. 114
Sage. ext. 6877.

LCF
Wednesday, 8:30
In Colman lounge
on John 11-12

ARIEL Orders
6:15 p.m. today—last chance to
order the '80-’81 Ariel for $12.00
and to bill it to Term II. They will
be $14.00 after the deadline.

Halloween Party
Looking for a wild time Hallo
ween night? Ready for the music of
Jeff Wisser and the College Avenue
Boys? Find yourselves some crazy
costumes and come over to Sigma
Alpha lota's Halloween party at
Colman dining hall from 10-1 p.m.!
Come for the free beer and popcorn.
A bottle of champagne will be
awarded for the most original
costume. Admission is $1.25 with
costume and $1.50 w ithout
costume. See you there next Fri
day!!!

L.U.C.C. Committeee Openings
Applications are available on the
L.U.C.C. door in the Union for the
following L.U.C.C. Committees:
Publications Board (1 position),
Leadership and Information (1
position), and Honorary Degrees (1
position). Deadline is October 31.
Disillusioned Students!
There will be a discussion on the
purposes and procedures of our
education at Lawrence on Saturday
(tomorrow) at 2:30 in Sage lounge.
Bring gripes and ideas for change.
For more info call Kathryn, x6867.

MMM —More midterms, we
hope? It was a break for us when
your nose was in the books.
DAISY ANNE-Go For It!!!
HOW ABOUT that redhead over
there?^
I WON! Please deliver wine as
soon as possible.
HEY YOU L.U.N.! Goll, you do
indeed have delightful clothes, also,
you have beautiful hair, therefore I
feel sick, do you want a Tab, too-it
will help you languish extremely,
even!
From the one whose
life you have borrowed
WOULD ALL "RECOGNIZED
CAMPUS LEADERS" please con
Parent’s Weekend
tact Wanda at ext. 6854. There will
November 7-9. For information
be a meeting of the senior elite on
or reservations, contact Carolyn
Friday at Happy Hour. Thank you.
Bauer, ext. 6555, Landis-Peabody
Mrs B—
Building.
DEAR 9.9 and Co., Octopus in
Tragedy Strikes Lawrence!
the first stall. . . Flare guns and an
Indeed, it is a tragedy that there chors . . . blenders . . . Don’t wake
will not be an Entertainment a la the baby . .. Hoedown . .. What can
Carte next week, due to the Con we do for fun?
vocation. However, E a la C will
________ —Beat Out By Two Dogs
return on November 6, featuring
ALRIGHT, who did it? Who put
Lawrence's own Bruce “ Houdini” the log on my'porch?
Hetzler. This show is magic!
___
Luv, Rik
Coffeehouse
PI PHI FOOTBALL Players &
Stop down Sunday night and Fans: Let's get going! We still have
hear Andy Below perform at this a chance for the top. Remember
week’s Coffeehouse. Guaranteed to Tuesday's the Big Game. In the
be a great show, or your admission Homecoming spirit: "M — them!!!”
price cheerfully refunded.
Think on these things.your Captain

R.C.D. —Remember me? I t ’s
about time we get together. How
about a Boy Blue rendezvous? . . .
When?
Your Little Sis
Vodka Screw!
How 'bout you?
You'd rather do shots?
Heck, why not?
Slow Gin Fizz—
Pound it in a whiz!
Beer in a glass—
How's that for class?
Too much from the keg’ll
Put bruises on your legs!
Dance the night away—
How long did we stay?
And thus it ends—
Weekends are for special friends!
DEA R BOBBY-Thanks for
ringing our bells!!______________ —The Ding-a-lings
P.O., Liz, and Totz: The
breakfast was wonderful . . . you
are some thoughtful people. We
can't thank you enough. Here's to
good friends . . .!!! m.l.t.a.
_____________ Carrie and Mike
I'M LOOKING into a frying pan
and 1 see . . . Hoss and Buskie play
ing hop-scotch in the shower. Who
am I thinking of?_______
L.D.—Wish I had a big brother
likej'ou^___ _____
B.A.
BETHY AND C A R O L IN E —
Road trip! Road trip! When’s the
next Away game?

Congratulations to the following
people who were elected to
L.U.C.C.
Greg Hanner
Brokaw
Kim Olson
Colman
Sara Laumann
Kohler
James Hawks
Quad
Lynn Westphal
Plantz
AlGunn
Sage
John Heilshorn
Trever
Fred Bartol
Ormsby
College Bowl Sign-Up
Deadline: November 1
College Bowl is the question and
answer game in which teams of 4
players each compete against each
other by answering Toss-up and
Bonus questions.
College Bowl is an I.M. Activity
this year, and Supremacy points
will be awarded to the winning par
ticipants.
To sign-up for College Bowl, con
tact: Craig Knapp, 322 Trever, ext.
6861 or Scott Chase, 303 Colman,
ext. 6890.
College Bowl is brought to you
by the Recreation Committee of the
LUPC.

Research grants lauded
by Calh> Thome
Last summer two professors in
the Lawrence science depar
tments received two year
Research Corporation Grants for
the period beginning June 1, 1980
and ending May 31, 1982. Dr. C.
.Joel of the Chemistry Depar
tment received his second grant
of this kind while Mr. Brandenburger of the Physics Depar
tment received his third. From
his work sponsored by the grant,
Dr. Joel has written a paper for
The American Society for Neuro
chemistry in Houston, Texas. The
new grants allow the professors
to continue earlier research.
For the past three summers
Dr. Joel and some students have
been
researching
the
biochemical processes which un
derlie degeneration in the retina.
They carry out their research by
shining bright light in the eyes of
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rats. It is already known that ex
posure of the eye to bright light
can lead to permanent eye
damage, but what Dr. Joel and
his students are discovering is
that if a condition already exists
which
makes
the
retina
degenerate, it will degenerate
faster when exposed to bright
light. The students who have
worked on this project are Julie
Hannon and Godwin Tsang
during the summer of 1978. Shelly
Briggs and Mike Kahlow during
the summer of 1979, Mike Stein
and Allan Tarver during the
summer of 1980. and Tarver is
currently working on the project.
Mr. Brandenburger and some
student researchers have been
using the research grant on a
project entitled “ Lasar Driven
Quantum Beat Spectroscopy.”
Through this research three
things are measured: How long
certain atoms live in their excited
states, some of the magnetic
properties of the same atoms,
and the effective size of the ex
cited atoms as far as collisions
are concerned. During the sum
mer of 1980, Bruce Rose, a junior
physics major, helped research
the project, and during the sum
mer of 1981 one to three students
will be doing research Previous
student researchers were John
Gastineau. Ron Peterson, Lou
Jost. and Paul Tjossem.
The Research Corporation is a
private agency which grants
money to undergraduate in 
stitutions. Lawrence has been ex
tremely fortunate in receiving
support in the Chem istry,
Biology, and Physics depart
ments.

OH, BY THE WAY. if the ap
plications we receive are not from
those whom we had planned to
plant in office, we will be getting in
contact with your personally.
—Love, Terry

1. Junior-Senior Tug-O-War—this Saturday during
halftime of the Lawrence-Monmouth football game.
Final tug on regional T.V., November 8, Parents’ Day,
halftime of the Lawrence-Ripon football game.
2. Thanks to Karen Malm and all of the Homecom
ing Committee members for making Homecoming
1980 a success.
3. SECURITY MESSAGES
1. Police have arrested a man who has admit
ted to two robberies in Trever Hail.
b. Your own awareness and common sense
are your best sources of protection. ALW AYS
LOCK YOUR DOOR when you sleep at night,
or whenever you leave your room. The world’s
best lock is useless if it isn’t used.
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Aska Peace Corps volunteer why he teaches business
marketing techniques to vegetable farmers in Costa
Rica. Ask a VISTA volunteer why she organizes the
rural poor in Arkansas to set-up food co-ops They’ll
probably say they want to help people, want to use
their skills, be involved in social change, maybe travel,
learn a new language or experience another culture.
Ask them:
Qct 29 - Downer Commons

RPS

A

IS T A

CONKEY’S
HOURS: Mon & Fri. 9-9
226 E. Coljege Ave. '
Tues. -Thurs. 9-5:30; Sat. 9-5
739-1223

A TTEN TIO N :
Juniors & Seniors:
IN

S T O C K

N O W

$6 .95
Barron’ s New Guide to the L AS A T ........
*6.95
Arco’ s LSAT G u id e ........................................... . s6 .0 0
Arco’ s Med CAT G u id e ....................................... $6 .0 0
Peterson’s Annual Guides to Graduate Study 1980 S1 1.00
Prelaw Handbook 1980-82 ................................. s4 .5 0
Barron’ s How to Prepare for the GR E....................
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by Phidipides
For the second consecutive
year the cross-country team was
fortunate enough to be within 150
m iles
of
Appleton
for
Homecoming. Freshman Mark
Luedeman finally confessed why
he decided on cross-country
instead of soccer, “ Who wants to
be in Northfield, Minnesota for
H o m e c o m in g ? ”
H ow ever,
another freshman, Mitch Katten,
did not think Green Bay con
stituted a “homecoming” , and
was heard grumbling, “ Boy, I
really wanted to be in the snake
dance.”
As the Homecoming festivities
began on campus, the team
travelled to DePere for the St.
Norbert Invitational at Green
Isle Park. The short road trip
dampened the spirits of the in
jury-ridden harriers, as they
finished 4th out of 6 teams. The
Vikes missed the services of
freshman Joe “ M am a” Ahmad,
who had finished first for the
team last week. Joe, affected by
an acute Faulkneritis knee, was
seen limping around, collecting
splits and m u ttering, “ My
M am a’s a fish.”
In addition to the absence of
Joe, the team’s first and third
runners, Kent Allen and Mark
Lisy, ran injured. Despite his

in g

sore groin, Kent was able to
finish 1st for Lawrence and 13th
overall. Others in the top five for
LU were M ark Lisy, Mark
Luedeman, Mitch Katten, and
Vito “ I beat M am a” Latorraca.
The back end of the pack included
John Blaser, Todd Wexman,
Mark Kohls, Bryan “ what’s the
ice for?” Torcivia, and Bill
Thorman.
Paul Hansen, independent, won
the meet with a fine time of 19:56,
only ten seconds off the course
record set by Jim Miller -former
Lawrence All-American and good
friend of John Blaser.
With the Viking Invitational
rapidly approaching and the
injuries not healing, the team has
not been favored to win this week.
When Coach Davis was asked
about the future of the team, he
replied, “ Well, the van’s running
pretty well . . . ”
The Viking Invitational will be
held this Saturday at Chaska Golf
Course. The women’s race will
begin at 10:30, followed by the
men’s 8,000 meter race at 11:30.
Limited seating is still available
for the spectator bus (John
Blaser’s gallery will be on a
separate bus) which will leave
from in front of the library at
9:30. Contact Coach D avis
(x6762) for ticket information.

T.G.I.F.
$1.00
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Over the past few seasons a big
play offense has been the key to
Lawrence football success. This
season however, the big play has
been provided by the Viking
defense. Last Saturday the L.U.
defense again came up with the
big play as the Vikes cruised to a
30-0 homecoming victory over the
Knox Siwash last Saturday at the
Banta Bowl.

Against Knox the Vike defen
sive unit struck early and late
while holding the Siwash to 209
total yards. With three and a half
minutes remaining in the first
quarter Viking defensive back
Hugh Dellios picked up a Knox
punt at his own seven yard line
and danced past a crushing
crackback block from teammate
Ron R eising enroute to an

Photo: Ariel

SCOTT REPPERT
The win left the Vikes with a 4-1
Midwest Conference record (5-1
overall) while Knox fell to 1-4 (1-5
overall). The Vikes, who are now
tied for second place with Cornell
College and Ripon College, must
win their final three contests
(against Monmouth, first place
Carlton and Ripon) if they hope to
repeat as conference champions.

electrifying 93 yard return for the
first Viking score of the af
ternoon. Kraig Krueger’s extra
point gave Lawrence a 7-0 lead.
Dellios’ punt return was the
longest in Lawrence history,
breaking the old mark of 89 yards
set by Henry Rutz in 1963. When
asked where he learned his fancy
moves. Dellios replied, “ The Fire
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Carleton
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Law rence
Ripon
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5
4
4
4
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1
1
1
0
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Lake Forest
Grinnell
Knox
Monm outh
Chicago

Conference
L Pts.
0
1
1
1
2
3
3
4
5
5
5

116
149
130
13
233
110
56
81
63
49
66

Opp.

Season
W L

63
58
55
75
111
142
106
186
141
121
132

5
5
5
4
4
3
2
1
1
1
0

1
1
1
2
3
3
3
5
5
5
6

S T Y L E
Results Last Week
Carleton 28, Ripon 18
Law rence 30, Knox 0
Beloit 7, M onm outh 0
Cornell 41, Chicago 7
Coe 69, G rinnell 7

S e ttin g
F a ll’ s Pace
A sure fashion
statement this season
is the simple yet
elegant sweater for
topping trousers
beautifully.

o M & ti

T h in g s

From Patricia Him*

A n n iv e rsa ry
Sale

Games Saturday, October 25
Carleton at Lake Forest (H om ecom ing)
Ripon at Chicago
Cornell at Grinnell
M onm outh at Law rence
Knox at Beloit (non-conference)

Ü

M

105 E. College Ave.
A ppleton, W isco n sin 54911

(4 1 4 ) 7 3 4 -3 3 9 9
(No midnight calls please)

W e P rin t A n y th in g
L e tte rin g
(We have Greek)

S c re e n p rin tin g
(The Best)

(Almost)

Tra n sfe rs
(Hundred)

October 27th - November 1st

Quantity Discounts Available
Now at the top
o f The Castle

(Teams, clu b s, etc.)

T-shirt - Sweatshirts - Football - Niteshirts

205 E. Lawrence, Appleton

Ph. 731-9388
Open Dally 10-5, Fri. 10*9

105 E. College
NEW LOCATION
Alm ost the corner of Oneida & College
(Look for Michael's Bookstore)

V ik e s

v ic to r y
Alarm, man, I go there every
night.’’ The sophomore was quick
to add, “ yeah, I’m just like Paul
Hornung, I need to practice,
practice, practice.”
Early in the second period the
Vikes increased their lead to 10-0
when Krueger’s 43 yard field goal
attempt hit the crossbar and
bounced over for his first three
pointer of the day. Krueger added
his second field goal of the quar
ter when a Vike drive stalled at
the Knox nine yard line.
Krueger’s 24 yard boot left the
Vikes ahead 13-0 at the half.
Krueger continued his heroics
in the third quarter, when his
third field goal of the day from 23
yards out gave the Vikes a 16-0
lead. Midway through the fourth
quarter the Viking defense struck
again as Tim White intercepted
his fifth pass of the season and
returned the ball 35 yards to the
Knox 20. From there the Viking
offensive line, which opened
gaping holes all day long, took
control.
Five
plays
later
Sophomore
Scott
Reppert
scrambled into the endzone from
eight yards away. Krueger’s ex
tra point gave the Vikes a 23-0
advantage.
Ron Roberts Jr. closed out the
scoring late in the game, when
the Freshman Quarterback ran
in from the eight following a 23
yard pass to Krueger. For the
game, Scott Reppert, the leading
rusher in N.C.A.A. division III,
ran for 194 yards in 26 carries.
Once again the L.U. offensive line
dominated the line of scrimmage,
enabling Reppert, Senior Joe
Pahr (35 yards) and Junior Dean
“ I throw it with steam’’ Walsh
(146 yards passing) to star for
Lawrence.
While the offense was moving
the ball, the Vike Defense was
holding the league’s second leadgoes to freshman place kickerBut, in Moder’s opinion, “ the
to just 56 yards. In recording its
first shutout of the season the
Viking defense forced two more
turnovers, adding to their
already impressive total of 21 for
the season.
THE PINKERTON O FFE N 
SIVE P LA Y E R OF THE GAME
goes to freshman place kicker
end Kraig Krueger, whose three
field goals Saturday tied a
Lawrence record. THE P IN K E R
TON D EFEN SIVE P LA Y E R OF
THE GAME goes to coaches Rich
Agness and Mike Gallus. Over
the past two seasons these two
men have directed a Viking
defensive unit which has yielded
less than 10 points per game and
was ranked 9th in the nation last
season. Their ability to mold this
unit into one of the league’s
finest, plus their ability to
withstand Graham Satherlie’s
constant ragging, deserves
recognition.
The Vikes take on Monmouth
tomorrow at the Banta Bowl.
While the Scots are only 1-5, head
coach Ron Roberts cautions,
“ We re not in the driver’s seat
yet. Anything can happen.”
Game time is 1:30.
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Apathetic week in IM
by Paul Pennyfeather
Last week, the IM football
program
saw
its
most
pronounced instance of absolute
apathy since its over-dramatized
rebirth last month. A tital of six
forfeits were recorded out of the
fourteen games scheduled in a
week best described as not worth
a lease on the Art Annex.
A smattering of spirited per
formances, however, provided
relief from
the lackluster
monotony. The Davids of Trever
met the not-so-Goliathan Ormsby
football co-op in a match that
proved the hitherto feeble
Treverites to be more wily than
anyone expected. Heretofore, the
humble Trever footballers had
compiled a very humble no TD,
no win, no way record which
qualified this motley crew of
athletic inadequacies for nothing
more than honorable mention in
some Liliput League. Ormsby
had little difficulty stacking the
score in their favor. By halftime,
the incohesive crew from the
boorishly cubic, prefabricated
hall had been up 32-6. The
overconfident gridders from the
graceful brownstone, however,
became even more offensively
antiquated when Trever’s lone
threat, Tim “ Golden A rm ” Ellis
arrived. . Ignoring his broken
arm, the relentless Ellis was able
to salvage a respectable Trever
loss, 39-32.
John Heilshorn and the rest of
his fraternal Brooks brothers
were able to capitalize on the
demoralized Ormsby team in a
skillfully tailored game. In a self
s a c r if ic in g
p e rfo rm a n c e
rem iniscent of D etroit q u a r 
terback
G ary
D anielson,
Heilshorn performed heroically
despite the tragic loss of his
beloved tweed jacket shortly
before ga m e tim e . Bem oaned
Heilshorn, “ The small hole in the
arm pit w hich was in itia lly
diagnosed as begnign, later
ripped open to infect previously
healthy m a te ria l and was
declared inoperable when it was
finally rushed to the haber
dasher.” Courageously bearing
up under the strain of this
inestim able loss, Heilshorn
recalled “ King Lear” : “ Our
clothes are to the gods as Fresh
man Studies papers are to
wanton professors; they tear
them for their sport.” Defen
sively, Heilshorn peaked in his

performance (and appearance)
with several Saks that afternoon.
The sixth place Kohler squad
almost savored a victory over
Colman, but the sweet taste of
success was snatched away as
rudely as the icy shrug of a D G ’s
shoulders. A handful of debatable
calls by Referee Mark “ I was
looking the other way” Svendsen
denied Kohler the necessary
yardage to break the tie. The
acrobatic receiving ability of
Colman’s Dave Wille was finally
shut down by Kohler’s Boyd
Miller, thus giving Kohler the
opportunity to use the multi
talented, workhorse Miller to
finally even the score in the last
minute.
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T o a n a th le te s w if t o f to n g u e
by Rebel and Mosier
“ . . . it was impossible not to
adm ire her verve and ag ility .”

—David Morris, MOTOWN
“ I don’t know how you’re going
to write this article, because I
haven’t done anyting,” lied a selfeffacing and characteristically
reserved
DG
quarterback,
Cora lee Ferk. Blushing to the
ears, the retiring one sips on her
Leinenkugel and puffs on yet
another specially rolled, Turkish
blended cigarette; she reflects on
her sudden vault into the realm of
gridiron im m o rta lity . U nder
standably, she is somewhat
dazed by her startling propulsion
into the athletic limelight, but as
is common with the truly great,
she doesn’t allow her unexpected
fam e to intrude upon her
traditional lifestyle; she preser
ves a level head atop her cold
Delta Gamma shoulders. But
beneath the nonchalant exterior
lies not only the guile of the cal
culating pigskin phenomenon, not
only the pugnacity of the
ruggedly individual gal of action,
but the tenderness, the delicacy
and the passion of the woman
that is Coralee Ferk.
“ Yes,” Cor sighs pensively as
she contemplates her uncertain
future with her less-thantem perate shouldered team 
mates, “ I have considered the
Phi Delt question: ‘Is there life
after football?’ ” Explaining that
at present she finds herself torn
between two loyalties, her DG
sisters and her Plantz Hall home,
the ever-faithful Ferk has sought
refuge from her torturous
dilemma in free agency. Coralee
has been known, at times, to find
THE LATE TW EED
solace from her troubled athletic
Photo: Arnold Lau
career by scribbling poetic verse,
usually iambic pentameter, on
In other action, Plantz and the
her newly acquired, pink papered
Sig Eps each posted their first
memo pad. “ It’s the highlight of
victories of the season over the
my day,” she mutters wistfully.
hapless Trever and suddenly
Despite her dedication to the
cocky Plantz, respectively. The
muse, however, she knows
Thetas posted a convincing 7-6
nothing of the junior English
win over persistent Kohler in the
staple ‘Kubla Kahn’ or its author.
only game played with the newly
Explains Ferk, “ I prefer not to.”
designed
and
altogether
Just who is this Coralee Ferk,
questionable L a d ie s’ League,
then? A dabbler in poetry as well
while a nearly comatose Phi Delt as poetry in motion; responsible
gathering lifted a quarterbarrel
for management of the Viking
from a still mystifying gaggle of Room as well as the punishing
D G ’s
in
an
extra-league
Delta Gamma offensive Jugger
challenge match. “ It’s not our naut; a nascent theatrical sen
fa u lt,” fum bled an excuse- sation as well as perpetrator of
making Janet Klein, “our steroid
breathtaking on-field theatrics —
level was down.”
she is an alluring paradox, fier
cely competitive in all aspects of
her widely varied undertakings,
yet a sensitive lover of stuffed octopi. “ Like the Carleton game
last year,” she elucidates, ap
preciative enthusiasm playing
across her features, “ thal was
college football. 52-7! Crush ’em.
Homecoming festivities.
Bury ’em. Non of this puerilely
Friday, October 20, the team
pandering LaR o quian spor
hosts the 1980 WIC-WAC con tsmanship.”
ference tournam ent. Doubles
Effortlessly popping off the
action begins at 12:00 noon at the cap of another Leinie from her
LU courts. Singles play will take well stocked refrigerator, she
place all day Saturday. Lawrence glances down at a well-worn an
has earned the conference title thology of English literature and
for the past five years, please surveys the inspirational lines of
come down and cheer the team on
to their 6th title.

Tennis women thump
their way to conference
by Slobbs and Buns
Contrary to popular belief,
there is a women’s tennis team at
LU this season. In the last road
trip of the season, the women
traveled to Stevens Point to face
harsh weather and opponents.
Kirsty Dobbs at number 1 and
Heidi Berres at number 2 were
both victorious in their singles
matches and combined forces to
win at number one doubles. The
number 3 doubles team, Sarah
“ I ’m 5’V4” ” Pabst and Michelle
“ I ’m taller than Sarah” Bemardi
lost a heartbreaking 3-set match,
making the final score, SP-9, LU3. Making a quick exit, the team
bolted to their luxurious Les
Stumpf van and headed back
home, enjoying their tasty box
lunches, to face Marion College.
Coach Poulson broke the sound
barrier on the trip home, and in
lightning speed the team beat
Marion 9-0.
Predominantly putrid, pouring
rain resulted in the cancellation
of the Oshkosh and St. Norbert
matches last week. This break
gave the women plenty of time to
prepare themselves for the pre
dawn
H om ecom ing
m atch
against L ake land . P oulson’s
p a r tie r s p r o f e s s io n a lly
pulverized the Lakeland women
in front of a cheering alumni
crowd, allowing the team to
partake in the
rem aining
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Horsm an’s “ To an Athlete Dying
Young.” Tears misting her eyes
and head in hands, the lugubrious
Ferk laments that her colossal
athletic accomplishments will
never outlive her. “ When I am
but a tattered coat upon a stick,”
she whimpers, “ my feats will
long since have been forgotten.
Consider it,” she continues,
scribbling furiously on the
always handy pink pad, “ Mon
days and Wednesdays used to be
big draws in the Viking Room.

N IC E HAIRCUT
Photo: Arnold Lau

Now they’ve gone the unfortunate
way of Turkey Imperials at
Downer — Nowheresville. Is it
my fault? I ’ve done my best. Or
does the blame rest with my
predecessor, the in im ita b le
Sveny? I think not. He didn’t
falter until he teamed with
Dateline Phogel on the IM sports
charade.” She pauses for a
moment, collecting her thoughts

and buttoning up her letter
sweater, “ As a matter of fact, the
decline of the two institutions has
been parallel: they both suffer
from a lack of spontaneity, a sort
of morbid passivity. Just where
are the Mondays and Wed
nesdays of yesteryear?”
Citing another of the many
reservations she has about the
direction which mankind has
taken, “ the Core” speaks of a
burgeoning self-indulgence which
she sees inundating the defen
seless campus. The attitudinal
corruption is most clearlv
manifested in the increased in
cidences of studying and of
feverish paper writing, but also
exists in an inordinate attach
ment to the dorm room and
heightened library residency.
“ Rahter than filling the union,
the new Lawrentian population
has taken to filling library
carrols; they’re more concerned
with Plato than with pitchers,
and that hurts me very deeply,”
sobs the insufferably gloomy
Ferk. “ And now my counselees
accuse me of corrupting their
tabula rosa minds by introducing
them to alcohol—they spurn my
advice, they heckle Chester Marcol, they screech with the
thousand voices of dusty death.
“ W e ll,” she resum es, the
buoyant gaiety returning to her
voice, “ Hobbes always said that
life was short, nasty and brutish...
that’s why I pledged DG-in a
world that shuns empathetic and
personalized relations, cold
shoulders are my salvation. They
serve as an absolutely vital ego
defense
m echanism .
Cold
shoulders are a way of life, and
Delta Gamma is more than life
itself.”

SCOREBOARD
MEN’S RESULTS
Orm sby 39, Trever 32
Colman 25, Kohler 25
Colman 13, Plantz 12
Colman 29, Beta 26
Orm sby (Sig Ep forfeit)
Plantz 19, Trever 0
Phi Delt (Brokaw forfeit)
Delts 19, Orm sby 0
Sig Ep 14, Plantz 13

FLAG FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
Men
W
L
4
0
0
3
5.5 1.5
4
2
2
2
1.5 1.5
1
4
1
5
0
5

Phi Delt
Sage
Colman
Orm sby
Delts
Kohler
Plantz
Sig Ep
Trever

WOMEN’S RESULTS
Theta (Colman forfeit)
Pi Phi (Brokaw forfeit)
Pi Phi (Plantz forfeit)
Colman (O rm sby forfeit)
Theta 7, Kohler 6

FLAG FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
Women
w L
DG
Theta
Pi Phi
Plantz
Kohler
Colman
Trever
Orm sby

3
4
3
1
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
3
1
1

A m a z in g M c G r a th
a ll o v e r in v ita tio n a l
The Women’s Cross Country
team journeyed to DePere with
the big boys on Saturday to run in
the St. Norbert In v itatio nal.
Finally managing to field a full
team, they found little com
petition from other schools as few
women have the desire to run
countless miles through forests,
cornfields and swamps, leaping
over hay bales, sewer pipes and
babbling brooks. Hard to believe,
I know.
leading the Lawrence team in
the four-mile race and finishing
in second place overall was Lisa
Hollensteiner. When asked why
she runs so often, so far, and so
fast, the rapid Ms. Hollensteiner

replied, “ When middle age sets in
and I start attending women's
sports banquets, I don’t want to
bulge out of my stretch-pants.”
Also running well were Marcia
M ueller, E lise “ I ’ll shower
anyw here”
E pps,
N atalie
Slaughter, Tricia Bonner, Carol
Krasin and even Susy “ athletics
are my life” McGrath.
Among those choosing to follow
the Cross Country teams rather
than attending the Homecoming
football game were Helen “ You
look tired. Quit.” McGrath and
Molly “ you’re still last, Susy”
Whinnery, and the spirit of the
late George Banta.

It’ s Sure Nice

'Ptace

Doing Business
With

People Like You
THANKS

2 2 3 E . C o lle g e A v e .
A p p le t o n ,
W is c o n s in

Jim Mullins
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Boas smokes Carleton “Amazingly
by Capt. Brungo Hatchet
As the crowd of well-wishers
lined the curbs of E. Alton Street,
and as the bus carrying the
m em bers of the Lawrence
Varsity Soccer team slowly
pulled away under a shower of
roses and ticker tape, there was a
prevalent feeling of frustration
and anxiety for the coach and the
players of the team. Due to some
unknown power that is out of
their control and that reportedly
resides in
the
m onolithic
structure across the river, known
as Alexander Gymnasium, they

version of “Go Vikes G o !” , “The
Limbo Rock,” and a pleasant
assortment of Polka tunes.
Everyone was quickly lulled to
sleep, and the remainder of the
trip was relatively uneventful.
The team spent Friday night in
the bustling metropolis of
Faribault, Minnesota, where at
the Galaxy Hotel they were
treated to saunas, whirlpools,
massages and an assortment of
other goodies, which discretion
prevents me from describing at
this time.

P la y e r

o f

tfy e

W e e k

opponents of any score. The half
ended in a scoreless tie, and the
kickers left the field with a
positive, aggressive attitude,
ready for the second half.
As the second half got under
way, Carleton pulled out all the
stops and Lawrence was forced
into playing a near “ Cattanachio” type style of defense.
Some aggressive, heads-up play
by oustide fullbacks M ark
“Plantz loves m e” Washburn and
Brian
“ Expletive
deleted”
*
m
Lipchik prevented any threats
Photo: Arnold Lau
from the wings, while Bob
“Spoonerism” Weatherall, Kirk
Ah, young love. The Lawrentian is very pleased,
“ W all” Ryan and Jeff Santaga
indeed,
to present this week’s sentimental Player of
jam m ed up the middle to prevent
the
Week
award to none other than wonderful, bellthe frontal assault. Carleton was
ringing, bird-chirping, head-spinning romance, I t ’s that
forced to shoot from outside the
twenty yard m a rk , only to
time of year when a young m an’s mind turns to
rejected time after time by the
thoughts of anniversaries, and this very day com
dazzling performance of John
memorates the first affection-filled year since the
Boas. At one point a Carleton
initial
kiss of our featured love-birds, G.B + K.K.
offender fell to his knees ranting
Keep the love nest warm, kids. See you next year.
and raving after “ spider” Boas
had plucked a sure goal out of
mid-air to save the Vikes again.
The pressure was constant
throughout the half. But, the
Vikes did get a few chances of
their own to score some points.
Good hustle by Reed “ A nim al”
By Rebel
Jones and tricky play by Bolger,
the first half of the two mile race
As General Lee Hurlbut
Jenkins, Schneider, Meier and
in a divine showing of five
minutes flat, and was subsequen
Chuck Esler almost broke the casually flicked the dried mud off
tly d isqu a lifie d for flying.
Carls defense for a score, but the bottoms of his winged running
they were turned back by the shoes, the remainder of the IM
Protested
the
all-knowing
solid and many times dirty play cross country field shied away in
upholder of the Earth, “ I help
by the Carleton fullbacks. cautious admiration of this swiftmyself to m aterial and im 
H alfback Avery Berger can of-foot, modern day Hermes.
material. no guard can shut me
off. no law prevent me.” Scorned
attest to the rough play after C arefully choosing his well
having his ankle removed from cultivated and august words, the
the disgusted Coach Davis, "1
don’t care if he is a deity-you
his body by an overly excited cloud gatherer m ajestically
pronounced, “ you there, im 
don’t fly in Cross Country.”
enemy fullback.
With Hurlbut gone, the race
The V ikes’ luck ran out potent, and loose in the knees,
became little more than a
however, with only 1:26 left in the open your scarf’d chops till I blow
showcase for contemptible mor
game. Carleton again flooded the grit within you.”
Lee, of course, was directing
tals trying to avoid complete
goal area, and an aerial cross
disfavor of those on high. The
field pass got loose and four or his omnipotent decree to Greg
winner, freshman Joe Como of
five Caleton players pushed the “the clogs are off” Mochalski,
Kohler, crossed the finish line in
ball into the net for a sleazy goal. who, stepping into his new and
a paltry 12:07, then offered
The score held up for the improved P.F. Flyers, jostled
libation and prayer to the
remainder of the game, and and stumbled his murky way to
disenchanted,
but
godlike
Lawrence took it on the chin with the starting line. Daring to brush
Hurlbut: “ How then shall I sing
a close 1-0 loss. A tough defeat, shoulders with the ethereal
of you who are in every way
but the team has a lot to be proud Hurlbut, bulwark of Olympus,
lauded?” Larry Ball of Trever
Mochalski offended the wrath of
of; they played a tremendous
Heaven and Earth themselves, fame rolled quietly to a 12:08
game. MVP goes to Goalie John
second place finish, while
Boas for his unequalled artistry and was quickly reprimanded by
Kohler’s Greg Mierow respec
in the goal. It was reported that Coach Gene “ Does anybody
he stopped upwards of thirty want to go out for C.C.” Davig tfully passed over the white line
shots on Saturday. He is truly the P roclaim ed the portly but at 12:11. After each and every
runner had finished the grueling
best goalie in Lawrence soccer typically urbane overseer, “ Such
trek through the rocky terrain of
history and probably one of the feelings for the hard and worldly
Alexander G ym ’s playgrounds,
best on the conference as well.
phlegm of those whose eyes are
The Viking Kickers redeemed only turned below, gazing upon they gathered around their icon
“ And so
themselves heartily three days the ground, with eyes which dare to bid him adieu.
farewell to you, son of Zeus and
later, as they travelled to not glow?”
Maia; yet we will remember you
DePere, Wisconsin to take on a
Visibly shaken, the humiliated
hapless St. Norbert’s side. The Mochalski ran an exhausting 100 and another song too.”
score was 3-0, with goals being yards before dropping out of the
scored by Jeff Santaga and two com petition due to lack of
by T.J. Bolger. The game was a glycogen reserves. Commented
bit sloppy and lacked the in the strangely irrelevent spec
tensity of the previous weekend, tator Johnny Boas, ‘‘Running
but the win put them on the right was bad for his lungs.” The rest
track again.
of the field, of course, was paced
The team has three more by that infallible dispenser of
games left, all of which are at youthful courage, General Lee.
home. This is the final season for Hurlbut glided effortlessly over
Seniors Brian Schneider, Brian
Lipchik, John Boas, T.J. Bolger
and Bob Alexander, so come out
to see a game before it’s too late.
The Vikes take on UW-Oshkosh
Well, if they can’t pass one amendment in 57 years, they
this Saturday morning at 10:30 at
shouldn’t get their rights anyway.
—Dan Bern
Whiting Field.

ro a m
Wj

D a v is s p u r n s d e ity

F R A N K IE H A N D L IN G the ball.
were scheduled to be far, far
away from their beloved campus
on Homecoming weekend. As the
roar of the crowd faded into the
distance, the Soccer team sighed,
and then prepared themselves for
a seven hour jaunt to a remote
area of Minnesota called Northfield; home of the Carleton
Carls.
The bus trip itself was an ex
citing one, punctuated p a r
ticularly by the observations of
part-time geologists Robert
Weatherall and Thomas Bolger.
The two kept everyone informed
as to the nature and names of
various land and rock formations
commonly seen in north western
Wisconsin (really fascinating.)
Half-way through the trip, the
team was entertained with a
rousing impromptu jam session
by Frankie “ Muppet” Meier and
Jeff “ My saxophone must be
broken” Santaga. These two
com bined for an interesting

Photo: (ireg Mochalski

But the highlight of the week
end was, of course, the duel
between the two midwest soccer
powerhouses, Lawrence and
Carleton. At 10:00 a.m. on a very
cold Saturday morning, the Vikes
took the field eager to prove
themselves to the always good
but always cocky Carleton Carls.
The first half was extremely
intense, as both teams worked
the ball well at mid-field and on
the attack. Some skillful play by
T .J. Bolger, F rank ie Meier,
B rian Schneider and P aul
Jenkins lead to some near scores,
but were
denied
by
the
aggressive Carleton defense. The
Carls were equally tough, giving
the Viking defense a very hard
time with near constant pressure,
particularly towards the end of
the half. As shots were rocketed
towards the net, Goalie John
Boas was everywhere at the right
time to brilliantly deprive the

M id w e s t C o n fe re n ce
S O C C ER S T A N D IN G S
Northern Division
Carleton
Lake Forest
Beloit
Lawrence
Chicago
Ripon

'tk o .

W L

Southern Division

T G GA

L
0
1
2
2
2

Grinned
Knox
Cornell
Coe
Monmouth

T
0
0
0
0
0

G 6A
14 2
8 3
3 8
0 7
0 7

1 1

V
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2 2 5 E. C o lle g e A v e ., A p p le t o n
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D ELI

PUB

733-8700

Chile & Soups, Salads, Sandwiches,
Quiche Pastries, & Ice Cream
V is it u s fo r a fre e c u p o f c o ffe e
a n d e n j o y t h e r e la x i n g a t m o s p h e r e .
J u s * b r in g t h i s a d a lo n g w it h y o u .

FRESH

D E LIC A T E SS EN QUALITY

72 6 W . C o lle g e A v e ., A p p le t o n

DELIVERY EVERYDAY - 734-3536

